Urban Adaptation Initiative

21st June 2017 - Aula Fiorentino, Facoltà di Architettura, Sapienza Università di Roma, Via Gramsci 53

Opening Seminar - UNESCO Chair in Sustainable Urban Quality and Urban Culture, notably in Africa
Sapienza University of Rome

Opening Remarks - 9.00
Renato Masiani, Vice Rector, Sapienza University of Rome
Orazio Carpenzano, Director Department of Architecture and Design, Sapienza University of Rome
Lucio Barbera, Chair-holder UNESCO Chair in “Sustainable Urban Quality” Sapienza
Lucio Ubertini/Chiara Biscarini, UNESCO Chair “Water Resources Management and Culture”

Seminar - 9.30
Anna Irene Del Monaco, Department of Architecture and Design (Sapienza) - UNESCO Chair SUQ Secretary-General
Urban Adaptation Initiative Introduction

Paradigms of Adaptation

Nancy Clark, University of Florida, Director Center for Hydro-generated Urbanism (CHU)

Paradigms of Adaptation

Carlo Cecere/Francesco Napolitano, Department of Civil, Constructional and Environmental Engineering (Sapienza)
Urban Systemic Approach for Flooding Events

Michele Morganti, Department of Civil, Constructional and Environmental Engineering (Sapienza)

Federica Rosso, Department of Civil, Constructional and Environmental Engineering (Sapienza)

Michele Giglioni, Department of Civil, Constructional and Environmental Engineering (Sapienza)

Simona Mannucci, Department of Civil, Constructional and Environmental Engineering (Sapienza)

Orazio Carpenzano, Director Department of Architecture and Design (Sapienza)
A Research lecture notes on the Rome Waterfront.

Antonino Saggio, Coordinator Doctorate in Theories of Architecture (Sapienza)
Participating discussant

Panel Discussion

Design Works Presentation on Miami - 14.30

Lucio Barbera, Anna Irene Del Monaco
Introduction

Teresa Pagano: New settlement in Hialeah, between Miami River and Snake Creek Canal.

María Rigante: The Palmer Lake industrial area urban regeneration. Urban strategies to tackle sea level rise.


Luca Pozzati: Brickell District. Urban renovation and high-rise retrofitting.

Gianluca Protani: Brickell Waterfront renovation. SE 12th street high-rise retrofitting.

Alessandra Cagiano, Coordinator Doctorate in Landscape and Environment Design and Management (Sapienza)
Participating discussant

Panel Discussion

Contact Organizer: https://unescochair sustainableurbanquality.org - anna.delmonaco@uniroma1.it